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ABSTRACT
Building Information Modeling (BIM) can enable
frequent and rapid evaluation of energy performance of
buildings throughout the design phase of a project. The
most widely accepted data schema for a BIM is the
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) schema, which is an
open standard format for representing information about
a project. To leverage an IFC model for energy
modeling, geometric information in a model must be
translated to an equivalent energy simulation analytical
model structure. A workflow is presented to address this
need by automating information transformations from
the IFC model with geometric and attribute information
into an energy analysis model structure in the
OpenStudio® energy performance simulation platform.

INTRODUCTION
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a technology
that is changing the way information management in
building projects is handled. Several studies have shown
that one can benefit from this technology from early
stages of design to the very last stages of a building’s
lifecycle, including facility management and
demolishing/reuse (Eastman et al. 2011). The Computer
Integrated Construction (CIC) Research Group at Penn
State (2013) has identified 25 BIM uses that can benefit
a building project. Energy Analysis is one of these Uses,
usually implemented in the design phase of projects. In
this BIM Use, a building information model is used for
generation of an analytical energy assessment model to
be used in a building energy simulation program.
According to a McGraw Hill Construction report (2012),
this use of BIM has the highest frequency index (a scale
showing how often a BIM Use is implemented in the
building industry), while it has the lowest value-overdifficulty ratio. This suggests that the current state of the
BIM technology is very inefficient to an extent that one
may prefer to make the analytical energy analysis model

from scratch instead of using BIM for this purpose
(Bazjanac 2008). Similar to other engineering analysis
uses of BIM, interoperability is one of the main
constraints leading to such inefficiency (Guzmán and
Zhu 2014).
In the energy analysis use of BIM, a building information
model, which includes a geometric model with several
engineering attributes, is transformed to an equivalent
analytical model for energy simulation. As shown in
Figure 1, there are several workflows in the process of
using BIM for energy analysis: 1) importing building
information models into the energy analysis tool(s), 2)
using a third-party application for conversion of BIM
files to energy simulation models, and 3) exporting
energy analysis models directly from a BIM authoring
tool. Considering the number of BIM and energy
analysis tools that exist in the industry, many of which
have their own proprietary file format, a significant
number of export/import functions are required to
connect them to one another. The second option would
be the creation of multiple conversion tools to transform
between these proprietary file formats. Adoption of open
standard file formats in the industry, while not simple, is
a potential solution for addressing this interoperability
issue with greater overall benefit to the industry.
During the past two decades, many efforts have been
made to develop information exchange standards to
address the interoperability challenges in building
projects (NIBS 2012). Parts of such efforts are focused
on the development of an open standard file format for
building information models. The Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) schema is the result of such efforts
(Liebich and Wix 2000). The IFC schema is being
developed by buildingSMART International and is
written in the EXPRESS language, which is a standard
data modeling language (Laakso and Kiviniemi 2012).
While IFC defines semantics required for digital
representation of building information, other standards
are also required to specify how information should be
represented in this language for different uses (Ramaji
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and Memari 2015). As an example, a wall might be
represented only by its bounding box, while in an
engineering model, representation of the wall is an object
composed of several layers with material information.
Such standards that specify how each object or
information unit should be represented in a building
information model generated for a special use are called
Model View Definitions (MVDs) (Venugopal et al.
2012). Coordination View Version 2 (CV V2.0),
Concept Design BIM (GSA-005), and Architectural
Design to Building Energy Analysis (GSA-003) are
some examples of the MVDs currently defined and
available in the industry (BLIS 2015; NIBS 2012). Since
the IFC schema and MVDs are developed for the
exchange of building information models, they can be
leveraged in the first workflow discussed in the above
paragraph. In this process, the building information
model is exported in IFC file format and in a proper
MVD, and then is imported into an energy analysis tool
that supports importing of IFC files represented in that
specific MVD.

Figure 1. Different workflows for information exchanges from
BIM authoring to energy analysis tools

Along with the efforts conducted on development of
standards for digital representation of building
information models, several efforts have also been made
to provide an open standard file format for modeling of
the analytical energy analysis models. In addition to
providing a file format that could be used for exchange
of such models among different energy simulation tools,
such standards support implementation of the third BIMto-energy analysis workflow illustrated in Figure 1. In

the resulting workflow, BIM tools need to implement the
export functionality of such analytical models, while
energy simulation tools need to include import
functionality of these files. The Green Building
EXtensible Markup Language (gbXML) is an example
of such domain-specific open standard file formats that
was developed to serve the three dimensional (3D)
energy modeling of buildings (Kim et al. 2015). The
gbXML schema was developed by Green Building
Studio in 2000 and has been continuously updated and
maintained by the building industry and software
developers since then (Dong et al. 2007). The SDD XML
is another example for such file formats (CBECC 2016).
The data model of SDD XML is an extension for the
gbXML schema that includes more terms for capturing
information, such as internal loads and mechanical
systems.
This
enriched
data
model
is
specifically developed by the California Energy
Commission for energy code compliance use. These
domain-specific file formats can be leveraged along with
IFC standards for implementation of the second BIM-toenergy analysis workflow illustrated in Figure 1. In such
workflow, an IFC models is translated to a domainspecific model, and then the resulted model is imported
into an analysis tool.
In the research reported here, a workflow along with a
supporting add-on for the OpenStudio® energy
simulation tool was developed for generating energy
analysis models directly from building information
models. In the following sections, implementation of the
workflow using the BIMserver platform (Beetz et al.
2010) is explained, followed by a discussion on the
information extraction and model transformation
processes. It also describs how information is mapped
between the data models of the input and output files,
which are, respectively, IFC and Open Studio Model
(OSM). Finally, considering the current state of the IFC
and energy related domain-specific information
modeling standards and their implementation in the
industry, the challenges and limitations associated with
the designed, or any other similar, workflows supporting
information exchange from BIM to energy analysis
models are discussed.

MODEL EXCHANGE WORKFLOW
OpenStudio® was chosen for this workflow for two
reasons: 1) it shares the same core analysis engine with
several energy simulation tools supported by the United
States Department of Energy (DOE), such as
EnergyPlus, Radiance, BEopt, and DesignBuilder; and,
2) OpenStudio® supports import and export of the
industry’s main standards file formats, such as gbXML
and SDD XML. Hence, adding the functionality of
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importing BIM files to OpenStudio® indirectly increases
interoperability between BIM authoring tools and other
energy simulation tools that use, or could connect to, the
OpenStudio® analytical engine. IFC is selected as the
input building information model file format because it
is the most widely accepted data schema for BIM. Since
building information models were used for exchange of
the information, and the information transformation is
taking place in the energy simulation tool, the workflow
designed in this research is of the first BIM-to-energy
analysis model exchange workflow illustrated in Figure
1.
The add-on developed for OpenStudio® uses BIMserver
for querying information from IFC files and
transforming them to analytical models. BIMserver is an
open server-based software core that contains all the IFC
schema classes and some basic functions, such as
merging, querying, and comparing, that are required for
extracting information from IFC files (Jiang et al. 2012).
In this workflow, the design model file is first exported
as an IFC file, and then is sent to BIMserver. The IFC
files can be exported from BIM authoring tools (e.g.,
Revit, ArchiCAD, and Tekla) that have implemented this
international standard. A serializer, housed as an add-on,
is run to parse the information from the IFC file and an
energy analysis model is generated in the OSM file
format, which is the native file format of OpenStudio®.
The generated OSM file is then sent back to the
developed OpenStudio® add-on and is imported into the
program. This workflow is shown graphically in Figure
2. Since in this workflow, the input IFC model is
translated to an OSM model before being imported in
OpenStudio®, the tool is in fact taking the second BIMto-energy analysis model exchange workflow illustrated
in Figure 1. If a user is leveraging the OpenStudio®
Sketchup Plugin, then the translation will be transparent
to the user.
In this workflow, all of the modeling is performed in a
BIM authoring tool. Taking this approach minimizes the
post-importing model processing activities. Usually,
several design changes are made throughout the design
stage of a project. Such changes should be incorporated
into the energy analysis model, which could entail redoing all the post-importing modification performed on
the previous analytical model. Hence, enriching building
information models with domain-specific information
will save a significant amount of time required for rework of the same model preparation or reduce neglect of
those considerations due to limited time for executing
energy analysis. Material information of the layers
composing a wall assembly or thermal properties of a
window are examples of such domain-specific
information, which in the designed workflow are added

to the building information model during the model
preparation process.

mported OSM
el in OpenStudio
Figure 2. Workflow of generating the energy analysis model
of a building in OpenStudio® directly from its building
information models.

Although many of the current BIM authoring tools can
input and store a wide range of domain-specific
information in building information models, a proper
MVD is required for generation of files carrying such
information; unless this information would be lost
throughout the information exchange process. Therefore,
one important factor was the selection of the input file
MVD to ensure that it carries all information needed for
the energy simulation. The level of adoption is another
important factor that is considered for selection of an
MVD for the input files. Therefore, although GSA-03
(Architectural Design to Building Energy Analysis)
MVD is specifically developed for the purpose of
exchanging information from architectural building
information models to building energy analysis models,
it was not chosen to be used in the workflow design in
this research, as it is not widely adopted by BIM
authoring software developers. Construction View
Version 2.0 (CV V2.0) and GSA-05 (Concept Design
BIM 2010) are currently the two most widely adopted
MVDs in the industry. Since GSA-05 can carry more
MEP domain-specific information, it has been chosen to
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be the MVD in the designed workflow. This MVD was
developed by U.S. General Service Administration
(GSA) in 2011 to support the information exchange from
conceptual building design to several preliminary
engineering analysis models. This MVD was created by
combining GSA-03 and three other GSA MVDs that
support spatial programming, quantity take off, and
security/circulation analysis.

MODEL TRANSFORMATION
WORKFLOW
All the model transformations in the workflow take place
in BIMserver. A serializer was developed in this research
to perform the model transformation. A serializer is a
plugin for BIMserver that could be called by software
using this platform. A serializer parses information from
an IFC file, queries the parsed information, and generates
an output file based on the developers’ requirements.
The input of the serializer developed in this research is
an IFC building information model represented in the
GSA-05 MVD, while the output is the equivalent energy
simulation model of the input model in OSM format.
The overall workflow of the model transformation
performing by the developed serializer is illustrated in
Figure 3. As shown in this figure, the process starts with
querying the IfcProject instance in the input IFC file and
finding, respectively, IfcSite instances in the project,
IfcBuildings contained in the site, IfcBuildingStory
objects contained in the buildings, and IfcSpace objects
contained in the building stories. The IFC models
generated based on GSA-05 MVD contain information
related to connections between spaces and objects
representing the boundary of the spaces. After finding
spaces, the objects on the boundary of spaces are found
and transformed into their equivalent surfaces in the
OSM format. The current supported elements in the
developed serializer include: walls (IfcWall), roofs
(IfcRoof), and floor slabs (IfcSlab). Once any of these
elements are found, openings such as doors, windows,
and voids that are nested in each element would be
queried and then translated to their equivalent subsurfaces in the output OSM file.
In addition to the geometry of building elements, the
serializer is also designed to extract information related
to luminaires. To do so, first IfcFlowTerminal objects
(representing location and orientations of luminaires)
contained in building spaces are searched, and then
IfcLightingFixture objects that define the type of the
found luminaires are queried and translated to the output
OSM file. Finally, the found IfcFlowTerminal objects
are translated and related to the translated objects

declaring the type of the luminaries in the output OSM
files.
In the approach taken in this research for extraction of
surfaces from planar elements included in input files,
dimension and location of the surfaces are considered to
be the same as the boundaries of spaces. After generating
surfaces around a space in the output file, their thermal
properties are extracted from the planar elements
bounding the space, and are then assigned to the
generated surfaces. There is also an alternative method
for extraction of surfaces’ information, which was
decided not to be used in this serializer due to the
problems associated with it. In the alternative approach,
the dimension and locations of surfaces could be
generated directly from planar elements in the input
models without considering their relationships with
spaces. There are two major problems associated with
this approach: 1) The IFC files generated in accordance
with the GSA-05 MVD represent building elements in
their extruded view, while the extrusion length of each
element is measured to the point it meets another
element. So, files in this format do not contain the
connection information between elements. As a result, a
gap equal to the thickness of planar elements would exist
between the surfaces that are directly transformed from
such objects; and this would be a serious flaw for an
energy analysis model. 2) In this approach, only one
surface would be generated per each planar element,
which may act as a surface separator. Since surface
objects in the OpenStudio® data model do not have the
third dimension, size of the resulting spaces would not
be concise and would be larger than their equivalent
spaces in the input IFC file.
To be able to come up with a ready-to-analyze model,
the domain-specific information related to the
transformed objects are also required to be transformed
and exchanged to the output file in addition to geometric
information. Wall layering information, thermal
properties of the materials used in the building, and
equivalent thermal and lighting properties of windows
are a few examples of such information. To address this,
the serializer is developed to query such information
from the input IFC file and write it into the output OSM
file once the geometry of the building is exchanged. For
better illustration, the overall workflow of the serializer
is shown in Figure 3.
In the analytical representation of a building, elements
are simplified in order to represent their functional
characteristic. Therefore, different types of objects are
used for their representation in analytical models
compared to building information models. Table 1
summarizes the objects that are queried from input IFC
files and the equivalent representation of these objects in
the Input Data Dictionary (IDD), which is the data
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schema of OSM files. As shown in this table, output files
of the designed workflow may contain the following
objects:
Query aggregation of spaces contained in the projects

Transform space objects to their equivalent space objects
in the output OSM file along with generation of surfaces
forming the spaces

Extract layering information and engineering properties of
planar elements, and assign such information to the
surfaces constructed in the output OSM file

Query voids, windows, and doors nested on planar
building elements, and accordingly assign equivalent
subsurface to the surface objects in the output file

Find fixtures contained in spaces and transform them to
their equivalent luminaire objects in the output OSM file

Figure 3. Model Transformation Workflow from IFC files to
analytical; models in OpenStudio®

OS:Space: This type of object represents the same
information as IfcSpace but in a different structure. All
the IfcSpace objects in input IFC files are converted to
objects of this type.
OS:Surfaces: Such objects represent planar elements
that bound spaces. This type of object is used to represent
the analytical form of the following objects: IfcWall,
IfcRoof, and IfcSlab.
OS:Construction: OS:Surface objects in the OSM data
model only represent the overall geometry of planar
elements, and refer to this type of object to provide
information related to layering and material information.
The information required for construction of these
objects are obtained from IfcMaterialLayerSet objects in
the input IFC files.
OS:Material: This type of object provides information
related to layers, thicknesses, and material properties
such as thermal conductivity, density, roughness, and
specific heat that are required for energy analysis of

buildings. This type of object represents information
from IfcMaterial and related IfcPropertySet objects in
the input IFC models.
OS:SubSurface: Such objects are used to model any
type of openings nested on surfaces. In other words, this
type of object is the equivalent analytical representation
of doors, windows, and voids (IfcOpeningElement) in
planar building elements. The OS:Subsurface object
refer to OS:Construction objects to specify materials
used in the opening.
OS:WindowMaterial:SimpleGlazingSystem: This type
of material object is used to specify the material
properties of sub-surfaces representing the analytical
form of IfcWindow objects. U-factor, Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient (SHGH), and visible absorbance are some of
the attributes this material object specifies in OSM files.
The information required for construction of these
objects are obtained from the IfcPropertySet objects
assigned to IfcWindow objects in the input IFC file.
OS:Luminaire: This is the transformed form of
IfcFlowTerminal objects from input IFC files. Such
objects specify coordinate and orientation of lighting
fixtures and refer to OS:Luminaire:Definition objects to
specify their analytical attributes required for analysis.
OS:Luminaire:Definition: OS:Luminaire objects rely
on this type of object to specify type of the declared
lighting fixture. Such objects are the equivalent
analytical representation of IfcLightingFixtureType
objects in input IFC files. The path of the fixture’s IES
file, lighting power, and fraction radiant are a few
examples for the information that this type of object
carries.
Table 1. Data mapping between the IFC schema objects and
the Open Studio Data Model
Objects is IFC Schema

Objects in IDD Model

IfcSpace

OS:Space

IfcWall , IfcSlab , and IfcRoof

OS:Surfaces

IfcMaterialLayerSet
IfcMaterial + related
IfcPropertySet s
IfcOpeningElement , IfcDoor ,
and IfcWindow
IfcPropertySet s of IfcWindows

OS:Construction
OS:Material
OS:SubSurface
OS:WindowMaterial

IfcFlowTerminal

OS:Luminaire

IfcLightFixtureType

OS:Luminaire:Definition

To test the model transformation workflow and the
developed tool, a simple case study model was used to
generate the energy analysis model from an IFC file. The
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building models before and after transformation are
shown in Figure 4. The IFC model was created in
Autodesk Revit, while the Sketchup Plugin was used for
visualization of the OpenStudio® model. In this case
study, the proper exchange of spaces, element geometry,
lighting fixtures, and thermal properties of materials was
investigated.

Figure 4. The case study model before (top) and after (down)
transformation

CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS
There are several challenges associated with
transformation of IFC models. These challenges are
mostly related to: 1) differences in the representation of
physical models with analytical models; 2) ongoing
changes in the IFC and IDD standards; and 3) problems
associated with their implementation in software
application. In this section some of the challenges faced
in this research are discussed.
In the analytical model of a building, elements are
represented based on their function. In such
representation format, elements are simplified and some
additional engineering information is assigned to them.
On the contrary, in the geometric representation of
buildings, the boundary of elements and the spaces they
occupy are considered. This difference makes the
transformation of elements among these two different
views tedious as geometry of a same elements in these
two representation views may be different. One of the

main challenges in this research is that planar elements
in their extruded view are represented by the following
information: placement coordinate of one point,
orientation of the element, cross section of the element,
and an extrusion length, which is measured to the point
that the element meets another element. In such format,
the connections between elements are not specified in
models. As a result, transformation of such elements to
equivalent surfaces often results in gaps between
elements. Although such gaps also exist in geometric
models, they are filled with the thickness of elements.
Since there is no connection information contained in the
geometric models, filling such gaps by modifying
dimensions of surface elements can be error prone. This
issue is addressed in the developed serializer by
extraction of the dimension and location of interpreted
surfaces from the geometry of space objects declared in
the input IFC models. In other word, the dimension of
each element is considered equal to the dimension of the
surface boundary it is covering. Such information is
located in the Space Boundary Geometry concept of
MVDs. Although this concept is part of the GSA-05 and
CV V2.0 MVDs, some BIM authoring tools have not
implemented it yet in their standardized export
functions.
Transformation of an analytical model, such as gbXML
or SDD XML, to another energy analysis model, such as
OSM, is much easier. The reason is that they both
represent elements from the same perspective, and
mapping of information units between their data models
is simple. There are several problems associated with
using such file formats for BIM-to-energy analysis
information exchanges that make using IFC for this
purpose a better solution. 1) The open standard for BIM
information exchange is IFC; so, implementation of
export files in this standard format is the first priority of
BIM authoring tools, while implementation of other
analytical models is optional. This has a significant
impact on increasing interoperability of any tools or
workflows leveraging the IFC schema. For example,
although both gbXML and IFC are currently
implemented by many BIM authoring tools such as
Autodesk Revit and Bentley AECOsim, but there are
several BIM authoring tools such as ArchiCAD and
Tekla that have only implemented IFC since it is the
standard format for exchange of building information
models. 2) Since analytical data models cannot capture
all the information units and relationships that exist in
building information models, they cannot be used for
two-way information exchange among building
information models and energy analysis models. On the
contrary, since IFC is a much more rich data model, it is
a better alternative for such bi-directional information
exchanges. Although the developed workflow and tool
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do not include information exchanges from analytical
models to building information models, the workflow
lays the foundation for model transformation for a bidirectional exchange. 3) The current schemas that exist
for energy modeling have been extended to be rich
enough to capture all the information required for energy
modeling and code compliance checking, while they do
not standardize the minimum content of a model. On the
contrary, MVD standards clearly specify the minimum
content of IFC files for different uses, and guarantee that
an exported model contains certain information that the
user expects to have in the model. 4) The IFC schema is
focused on being the model exchange standard for
different uses of BIM in the building industry. Therefore,
although the current IFC schema does not contain all the
information that are required for energy modeling, the
schema has a generic method for extending IFC files
with additional required information. Such extensions
could be made by assigning “IfcProperty” instances to
objects.
As mentioned, although there are other MVDs that better
serve the purpose of the targeted information exchange
in this research, since they are not widely implemented
in the industry, GSA-05 was chosen as the structure of
the input models. This model view does not contain all
the information required for generation of energy
analysis models. For example, it does not support
exchange of some information like solar and thermal
properties of window elements. However, some BIM
authoring tools, export some property sets required for
transformation of windows to their equivalent
subsurface. These properties are not standardized yet in
any MVDs. Therefore, each of these tools uses a
different name for the property sets carrying this
information, and this makes extraction of this
information case specific.
Depending on the algorithm and analysis engine each
tool uses for performing an analysis, certain information
units are required as input into the tool. Although a major
part of the required information such as U-factor and
density of material are shared among energy analysis
tools, the data structure of each tool may include some
additional attributes and information units that support
its analysis algorithm. IFC is the open standard file
format for exchange of BIM data while OSM is not the
open standard file format for exchange of energy
analysis models. gbXML schema, SDD XML, and data
model of EnergyPlus, which is very close to data model
of the OSM file format, are some of the other schemas
available for exchange of energy models. It is very
inefficient and expensive to extend IFC standards to
support all available energy modeling schemas. As a
result, current MVDs fall short of capturing all of the
information requirements of OpenStudio®; solar and

thermal absorbance of a material are examples of such
unsupported information units.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the research reported here, a workflow was developed
for generation of energy simulation models in
OpenStudio® Model (OSM) format directly from a
building information model in Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) format. OSM has been chosen for
representation of the energy analytical model as it is a
rich data structure for constructing energy models; is
non-proprietary; and is a standard, open file format for
OpenStudio® that is the analytical engine of several
energy performance evaluation tools. Concept Design
BIM (GSA-005) Model View Definition (MVD) is
chosen to be the data structure of the input IFC models,
as it is the one that best serves the targeted information
exchange process among the most widely adopted
MVDs in the industry. An add-on was developed in
OpenStudio® to automate the transformation process.
The add-on is linked to BIMserver, which is an open
source server-based platform for the development of
tools leveraging IFC files. BIMserver has been
successfully leveraged for several other projects such as
the development of a tool for clash detection (van den
Helm et al. 2010), integrating BIM with GIS (Bazjanac
2008), and fall hazard detection (Qi et al. 2012).
Since IFC is the most widely adopted building
information modeling file format, it was chosen to be the
workflow’s input information data structure. Other
alternatives are gbXML, SDD XML, or similar
analytical information modeling formats that all have
similar data structures to OSM files as compared to IFC
files. However, looser structures of these analytical data
models, cost and difficulties associated with their
implementation in BIM authoring tools, and lack of
standards for specifying minimum content of such files
are the three main reasons for choosing the IFC file
format over these analytical file formats for exchange of
building information models in the designed workflow.
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